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Black Mamba

The Great North Road
Blantyre to Lusaka

Up to Mischief
Lake Malawi



Royal Philips Electronics
 One of the largest global electronics

company with sales in
 2006 of EUR 26,976 million
 Q4 2006 of EUR 8,128 million

 Founded in 1891

 Multinational workforce of 121,700
employees (January 2007)

 Active in the areas of Healthcare,
Lifestyle and Technology

 Manufacturing sites in 28 countries,
sales outlets in 150 countries

 R&D expenditures EUR 1,619 mln
(2006)

Headquarters:
Amsterdam, The Netherlands
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Anton and Gerard Philips …

… innovators and entrepreneurs who
succeeded in business while improving the
lives of customers and employees.

Their founding belief was that by daring to
make choices that improve the lives
of people both inside and outside the
company, they would be successful not by
coincidence but by design.
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Signposts and Way Points
(Not heroes! But they pointed out the way!)

 That I’m part of a system
 Control charts have a voice
 Joy in work
 Looking after yourself
 “Connectiveness”
 Organizations as living entities
 Red and Blue



Bill BellowsAlan Winlow



Our mission, our vision
Mission
 We improve the quality of people’s lives

through timely introduction of meaningful
technological innovations

Vision
 In a world where technology increasingly

touches every aspect of our daily lives, we
will be a leading solutions provider in the
areas of Healthcare, Lifestyle and
Technology, aspiring
to become the most admired company in
our industry as seen by our stakeholders
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Our Brand
Philips is committed to delivering

products
and solutions that are

 Designed around you
 Easy to experience
 Advanced

This is encapsulated in our brand
promise of:

‘sense & simplicity’
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Bringing simplicity to life

Healthcare Lifestyle Technology



Our values
 Delight customers

 Deliver on commitments

 Depend on each other

 Develop people
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The Rest = 120,000

The Top 200

The Top 8000

The President





Maturity?

Started ..
needing
guidance

Getting on
OK don't

really need
help

Well
advanced -

self sufficient

Don’t Know
Don’t want

to know
Don’t Know

where to
start

Don’t call
us we’ll call

you!



“Management is a passing Fad!”

 Phase 1 – 3 months
 Nod wisely, learn the buzz words

 Phase 2 – 3 months
 Agree program has great validity
 Where can I get someone to train my

team



“Management is a passing Fad!”
 Phase 3 – 6 months

 Admit this is the greatest program ever introduced
 Difficult to implement
 Great learning

 Phase 4 – 6 Months
 Well

 BEST, PSTs, BBs, BBS, ISO 9001, ISO 9002, ISO 14001,
6 Sigma

 Making great progress
 Really enjoyed the program – who's next?



People
Results

Society
Results

Customer
Results

Key
Performance

Results
Leadership

People

Partnerships
& Resources

Policy &
Strategy Processes

Enablers Results

Innovation and Learning

European Excellence Model
(Philips Business Excellence)



RADAR  Logic

Determine
Results
required

Deploy
Approaches

Plan and develop
Approaches

Assess and Review
Approaches and
their deployment



Nodal Spaghetti!
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QIC teams - 15% of the total workforce



The goal of the journey

Surrounded by peaks of
excellence…





Article on Tony: http://observer.guardian.co.uk/business/story/0,,1553128,00.html

The chart looks like a simple graph. In fact,
it's much more. 'It's immensely powerful -
there are so many applications in local
government and the public sector,' says
Bromley councillor Tony Owen, who drew
this one. It's a 'control' or, better, a
'capability' chart, and it measures a
process's capability and variation - failure
to understand which, according to quality
prophet W Edwards Deming, is 'the central
problem in management and leadership'.



Safe Neighborhood
teams introduced

Petty crimes
dropped!



But violent crimes appeared to have gone up?
A real question to be followed up ….



Previous evidence supported by increase?



Licensing Act in Nov 2005
Litte change in levels during
Nov - Feb due to increased
policing funding .. But after
that…



















Patients' 'unnecessary' treatment
Some low risk patients do not need treatment quickly.
A senior cancer specialist has told the BBC he is giving
patients unnecessary treatments to manipulate
radiotherapy waiting lists.
The government requires treatment to begin within 31 days
of diagnosis.

But Chris Hamilton of Hull's Princess Royal Hospital says that
means some low-risk patients are being treated before more
urgent cases.

The government said there was provision for patients who
did not need treatment to be taken off waiting lists.

Mr Hamilton told BBC Radio Five Live he had given some
prostate patients hormone therapy to move them down the
waiting list.

He said: "You're caught in a bind. Either you give them
unnecessary treatment with hormones and reclassify them or
you put them to the front of the queue where they shouldn't
really

Saturday, 7 April 2007, 07:51 GMT 08:51 UK

Q:Is there any evidence pressure to meet waiting list targets affects hospitals' clinical
priority?

A:Last year, a National Audit Office report found 10 trusts had manipulated figures in a bid
to meet hospital targets, affecting over 600 patients



Knowledge is orderly & cumulative
Three ways to respond to pressure to meet

arbitrary numerical targets:
1. Work to improve the system.

2. Distort the system.
• Listen to the voice of the boss
• Understand how to beat the system
• Change the blame to someone else

This will require an acute sense
of just how much

one can get away with







The Kingdom of the
Pygmy Seahorse











The meeting/report etc!

Kids Sports Day





The company conveyor: 
•The company provides the inertia
•Once you set the speed the company keeps it constant
•Stop and your word goes upside down!









You can unleash the
Power of us by taking
purposeful action:

By that signpost or
waypoint!



Every ripple will make difference



“Which way ought I to go
from here?”

Take the path of

Purposeful Action!

Unleash your Power

In making connections to those around you!


